


EDITORS NOTE

Make no mistake the demonstration/riots
we are seeing are the result of decades of

liberalism, all have rights none have
responsibility. The abolishing of capital

punishment, corporal punishment ,
discipline of any kind, weak sentencing,
weak justice, weak police. Government

backing of degeneracy, mass immigration of
peoples who have nothing in common with
indigenous Britons. Propaganda of the BBC,

fake news of the MSM all stem from the
sickness of liberalism and political

correctness.

The elite will do everything in their power
to ensure real nationalists never win any
political power, after 40-50 years not one

British nationalist has entered Westminster
the ballot box is closed and that wont

change.

The one thing we can do is build a
community of like-minded folk to look after
our own interests, our own protection and
our own future. We have to unite into one
movement, a federation of all pro-white
nationalist organisations. We can work
together we have proven that, NBU has

published articles from both BM and NF over
the last few months and are happy to

continue to promote their activities etc.

It is surely time to stop fighting our own
small corners and join the greater fight for
Britain. Time to forget past disagreements

and infighting and move forward to a Fascist
future.

GARY RAIKES
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"Death to the New
World Order" 

by National Front veteran Richard Edmonds.

The slogan, "Death to the New World Order"
was recently painted on the surface of a
road in West Yorkshire by some admirable

right-thinking patriot.

 The spirit of this slogan  "Death to the New
World Order". should unite all Patriots and 
Fascists and Nationalists in a rallying call to

oppose the evil, destructive anti-British
Establishment. Westminster has sold us out

to the forces of Internationalism and
Globalism. Government after government

has betrayed us: whether Tory or Labour  or
Liberal so-called Democrat makes no

difference they have all sold us out: they all
run this country for the benefit of

foreigners:  millions of foreigners are
permitted and encouraged to pour into our

country; the party politicians all
deliberately turn a blind eye and let

criminals mug, murder, rape and terrorise
the defenceless: old folk are callously and
brutally mugged;  under-age girls, children
are tortured and sexually abused for years

on end with impunity by the criminal
"grooming-gangs",  whilst foreigners are

permitted to march around our cities like
conquering heroes.

This mass-betrayal committed by the party-
politician traitors at Westminster is not

limited to Britain, Every White country is
run by traitors. In France government after
government has permitted and encouraged
millions of Arabs and Africans to flood into
France and  with the inevitable result that

parts of Paris and parts of many other
French cities shamelessly resemble more
Africa than Europe. We all witnessed Mad
Merkel, the German Chancellor invite a

million Middle Easterners, Arabs, Afghans,
Turks, Pakistanis into Germany all without
any check as to whether the invaders were
terrorists, murderers, child-molesters or

common  criminals and all possibly infected
with dangerous contagious diseases: the
work of Mad Angela Merkel. Meantime

Chinese are pouring into  Australia, Chinese
are pouring into Canada and Bangladeshis

are pouring into Auckland, the main city of
New Zealand. In the USA President Donald
Trump promised  at his election in 2016 to
stop immigration from the Third World and
to build a wall on the southern US border

with Mexico in order to keep out the
illegals: nothing that was promised by

Trump has been done; whether Trump was
sincere and has been thwarted by the Deep
State or whether Trump the politician is a

con-man like all the others, we will
probably never know: all we know is no

useful, promised action has been taken by
his administration.

This is the New World Order.

The Bankers of the City of London are
permitted to invest our British capital in the

cheap-coolie labour economies of our
competitors in China and the Far East: the

City of London is permitted to transfer
whole industries with the latest technology

together with the employment
opportunities to the Far East, to the

detriment of British Industry and at the cost



of all those who seek gainful employment in
Britain. Every government in every White
country throughout the world betrays its
own people. No Third-world government

betrays its people for the benefit of
outsiders. Only "white" governments do

that.  This is the New World Order: a world-
wide conspiracy to betray  the White man

and his family and their future. The
Establishment in every  White, western

country is actively subservient to this anti-
White conspiracy: all the prime ministers,

all the presidents, all the chancellors,
government ministers, all the leading

journalists, trade-union leaders, many of
the Churchmen, they are all willingly

obedient to the wicked, genocidal plans and
intentions of the New World Order: nothing
less than our disappearance from the face

of the earth is their plan. We can see that in
action in our major cities.

We Patriots, Fascists, Nationalists, we can
beat this evil New World Dis-order. Be of

good cheer. There was nothing wrong with
the former ordering of the world where

White countries were run by White
governments for the sole and unique benefit

of their own White countrymen and
countrywomen: where Britain was run for
the sole benefit of the British, France was
run for the benefit of the French, Germany

was run for the benefit of the Germans,
etc., etc.,  and the others kept to their

parts of the world and did not poke their
nose into our countries. That is the World

Order that we strive and campaign for. Yes,
we Whites will beat the evil conspiracy of
the New World Dis-order, just as we will

beat all the politician traitors who have sold
out to it. 

FIFTY YEARS
I don't know what you were doing fifty years

ago, but I was about to join the National
Front.

 
Tory Prime Minister Ted Heath had decided
to let into Britain the so-called East African

Asians. Asians resident, as shop keepers,
etc., in Uganda and Kenya from the days of

the British Empire but then no longer
welcome, but having no right to enter

Britain. Ted Heath gave them the right to
come here which started the ball rolling for

the millions of Asians now resident in
Britain. 

 
In popular reaction to this ongoing betrayal

of mass-immigration, over the last fifty
years we have seen and supported the ten

years of the 1970s National Front, the
decades of the BNP, the years of Nigel

Farage's UKIP and then Brexit party, the
massive winning Referendum result (driven
in large part by fear of uncontrolled mass-
immigration) and NOW we are back to a

Tory government, again without any
mandate, flooding us with more millions of

Asians. 
 

Do we spend the next fifty years again
beseeching the Powers-that-be at

Westminster and trying to catch their
attention, "Please Sir, begging your pardon,

Sir, but there's too many Darkies in our
town." ? 

 
Or do we now accuse the Establishment of
organising our genocide: the millions killed

in two world wars launched by British
governments (the LIberals in 1914, the

Tories in 1945 with the active support of
Labour and again the LIberals) and now this
mass, non-stop immigration from the Third-
world ? We are witness to a programme of
White genocide enforced by Race "Hate"
laws designed to intimidate opposition

together with the emotional black-mail of
the obvious hoax and lie of the alleged

"Holocaust".



COMRADE

For some time now the Friends of Oswald
Mosley have made many issues of the post-
post war journal 'comrade available on their
website www.oswaldmosley.com. It can be
viewed through a shockwave application on

the website or downloaded to your
computer. These were originally published

in the wayning years of Jeffery Hamm's
Union Movement and it runs from 1986 to

1995. It is of mostly historical interest
revisiting the events of the movement with
historical fact - making it quite invaluable
to anyone researching the truth about the

BUF during the war, biographies of
important members, and other important

events. Most Members of British Union
survived the war and so it is endearing to

see what happened to so many of the faces
from the 1930's familliar to the historians

among us. There is some good imagery and
artwork used in the newsletter, as well as

many photos which provide new insight into
the BUF and Union Movement. 

https://www.oswaldmosley.com/Comrade.p
df

HERITAGE AND
DESTINY

"Heritage and Destiny" is a 24-page
magazine, published in the UK, to reflect a

cross section of 21st century racial-
nationalist opinion. For a sample copy

please send £5.00 or for a years subscription
(6 issues) send £28.00 to; Heritage and

Destiny, 40 Birkett Drive, Preston, PR2 6HE.
For full details check out the Website at
- Heritage and Destiny - or follow us on

Twitter at - @h_d_magazine - You may also
send an email to H&D at;

- heritageanddestiny@yahoo.com 

https://www.oswaldmosley.com/Comrade.pdf
https://www.oswaldmosley.com/Comrade.pdf
mailto:heritageanddestiny@yahoo.com
http://www.heritageanddestiny.com/


The magazine is twenty-one years old this
year. Our very first issue was published back
in the summer of 1999 as “The Newsletter
of the American Friends of the BNP” (AF-
BNP). It was only eight pages, but it was a
start of better things to come. The H&D
“team” for issues 1 to 4 consisted of just

myself and Carl Knittle and was produced in
a very basic format (cut and paste!) in the

basement of Carl’s home in Ashburn, in
Northern Virginia. 

By issue 5 we had recruited another
expatriate “Brit” – Carl Clifford – to the

H&D team. Carl transformed the magazine
using desk top publishing – PageMaker.  Also

joining the “team” for issue 5 was long-
standing American national socialist Martin

Kerr – which meant we were now four strong
(two Brits and two Yanks!).

The magazine was now twenty pages and
was being produced from my apartment in
Falls Church, Virginia – which doubled up as

the AF-BNP HQ. We also had a website
(thanks to Carl Clifford) and we were

holding regular meetings and even
demonstrations in the Washington DC area.

It was all go! 
The final American issue – number 9 – was
published in the summer of 2001, shortly

before the Federals (on the instructions of
the SPLC) closed the AF-BNP down. I would

have liked to have reached issue 10
stateside, but oh well, that’s life I guess. 

The American government (INS) issued me
with a ten-year exclusion order the

following summer and I finally vacated “The
land of free and home of the brave” on

November 3rd 2002 and returned to ‘good
Olde Blighty’ (East Lancashire to be

exact!). 
It would be another six months before H&D
was finally resurrected on this side of the
pond, with the help of Peter Rushton, who
volunteered to help me start it up again,

and with Martin Kerr looking after the
American side. In February 2003 (I think!)

we published issue 10 – dated winter 2003. 
Like Peter Rushton, I had been purged from

the Griffin BNP, so H&D became an
independent racial-nationalist magazine.
We were, as our mast-head proclaimed,

“The Radical Voice of British Nationalism”.
It took Peter and myself a couple of issues
to “find our feet”, but from 2004 onwards

we just never looked back. 
From issue 14, H&D became “The Radical

Voice of White Nationalism”. This reflected
both the magazine’s growing readership
overseas and our commitment to White
nationalism. The Union Jack flag on the

masthead was replaced by a Celtic cross. 
Then from issue 18 the masthead changed

yet again (for the final time!) to “Stand Men
of the West – today is the day we fight”. I
felt this slogan (from The Lord of the Rings
movie) best summed up – in a one-liner –

what we are all about. The Celtic cross flag
was replaced by the three Lions (or

Leopards if you wish). 
The magazine increased to twenty four
pages from issue 22 (the John Tyndall

obituary issue) and became a bi-monthly
from issue 49.

To be honest with such a lot of hard-copy
movement publications folding, it was a bit
of a gamble turning H&D from a quarterly

into a bi-monthly.
From 2016 we inserted an extra sheet of A4
(a Subscribers' Update one side and adverts
on the reverse) – giving us in fact 26 pages.
We have kept this format ever since. Can
we keep going as a hard-copy twenty six

pager – perhaps for another twenty years?
Well the odds are against us, but who knows

what the future may bring?"



BOOK REVIEW

'Twaz A Good Fight!
The life of Colin Jordan

 

The author, Steve Frost takes a sympathetic
look over this remarkable mans life, his

family history, the ideas which moulded the
man as well as a detailed overview of the
political odessey which saw the post war
revival of National Socialism in a British
context, a banner held aloft by todays

BNSM.

Colin Jordan's first real political activity was
the distribution of leaflets on the streets
exposing the concealed jewish identity of

the prospective labour Parliamentary
candidate. From early days CJ was an

avowed opponent of democracy, seeing
weakness, decadence and the pervasive

influence of a certain racial/religious group.

It was a conviction which saw his
participation in the original BPP, League of
Empire loyalists, White Defence League, NP

mark 1, right through to the birth of the
openly "Hitlerite" NSM and its successor,

British Movement.

Never the petty politician of the "far-right"
with its contemptile "little Englander"

mentality, Jordan heard the call of Race
beyond our Island nation, and adherence to

an ideology that saw not a firey end in
1945, but the opening shots in our survival
and revival as a folk, that others laced this
vision saw discord and division with Colin

Jordan maintaining a consistent ideology in
sync with the natural order, championed by
the National Socialist worldview declaring,
"If the creed was right before its military

defeat it is no less right since that defeat."

Of particular interest to the modern activist
will be the experiences of the National

Socialist Movement (NSM) (1962-1968) with
its open use of the Swastika, a London ased 

HQ/bookshop and a rally held in Trafalgar
Square, July 1st 1962, declaring "FREE

BRITAIN FROM JEWISH CONTROL".
Unthinkable in this day and age, and an

event that even then ended in a virtual riot.

And while the original Public Order Act was
designed to halt the spread and activity of
Mosleys UF in the 1930's, subsequent laws

were aimed at Colin jordan, and designed to
derail National Socialism.

The movement suffered its own internal
difficulties, its key members and leader

incarcerated, and from small beginnings, in
conjunction with the American Nazi party's

George Lincoln Rockwell, the NSM, in
accordance with the pan-Aryanism of its

leader, launched the World Union of
National Socialists. Al of which ensured that
the NSM was seldom out of the headlines, in
fact if publicity had been an indication of
political strength, then the NSM would of

been in a position for government with Colin
Jordan as Prime Minister!



The NSM continued the struggle right
through to 1968 when a reflective Jordan

revamped and relaunched the Movement as
a British variant, its Sunwheel insignia in the

British colours rather than those of NS
Germany. Without doubt CJ and his old

comrades had seen that political capital was
to have been had by a movement, National

Socialist in ideology, yet modern and
relevant to Britain facing economic crisis,
racial ruination and naYYtional extinction

on the international altar of EEC
membership.

Thus the vigorous campaigning which
propelled the NSM into the headlines

continued under the BM banner, smaller
than the NF, Jordan maintained his

ideological approach and the BM managed
to "get into the papers" with regular activity

designed to excite media attention and
capture the public imagination. y the mid-

70's age and other factors saw CJ step down
from the BM leadership, nonetheless

continuing to take what may have been
termed a supportive interest. disputes
between CJ and his successor Michael

McLaughlin is covered in detail in Chapter
10. Colin ordan never 'gave up', the last

years of his life given over to a philosophical
appraisal of an ideology which saw a long
life of unbroken service and unrepentant

opposition to ZOG and all its
manifestations.

YOUR SAY
Let's take a gander at the so-called white

privilege we get to enjoy:

-If both a white and a minority apply for the
same job and the white person has better

credentials, there's still a much higher
probability that the minority will be hired
instead to fulfill a quota for the sake of

supposed "equality".
-When blacks, Hispanics, Asians, or Jews

start up their own self-serving orgs, espouse
nationalist views for their own countries or
display racial pride, they are lauded. When
white people do the same they're derided as

evil racist xenophobic anti-Semitic
supremacists.

-Whites are vilified in the media, especially
white men, most often portrayed as stupid,

ignorant and wimpy next to strong,
intelligent people of color. The media also

love to display race-mixing couples,
preferring to show white women with black
men and sometimes white men with black

women. No Jews with blacks though.
-White populations are gradually being

supplanted by other races via open borders
and forced integration policies, with state

and government helping subsidize Section 8
housing, unemployment benefits, EBT cards,
and a slew of other things, all being funded
by the American taxpayers who are mostly

white.
-Blacks comprise roughly 13% of the

population yet commit far more murder,
rape and theft than whites which comprise

roughly 76.5% of the population. For
example, as of 2016 the murder rate for
blacks per 100,000 is 12.37 whereas for

whites it's just 1.42.

But somehow we get blamed for everything,
even these riots which began over the death

of a black guy at the hands of a cop.
Meanwhile, there are thousands of cases of

black-on-black murder every year and
nobody bats an eye.

MURRAY ARDELL



MESSAGE FROM
BRITISH

MOVEMENT

The main political parties constantly bang
the drum for immigration and trot out the
statistics from this or that official 'Think
Tank' that the westminster politicians say
proves that immigration is somehow good

for Britain.

British Movement says that immigration has
ruined our nation.

Immigration since 1948 has changed many
of Britains towns and cities beyond

recognition. Immigration has bought a
whole raft of problems to Britain that never

existed here before, a whole range of
crimes that never existed here before, a
pile of social problems that never existed

here before. The population of Britain
continues to rise and forces ever increasing
pressures on housing, health, education and
social welfare as hundreds of thousands of
immigrants, refugees and asylum-seekers

continue to come into Britain and are
allowed to settle here.

The ordinary British people take second
place to the new-comers in many of our

urban centers and the majority population
of Britains capital city, London is no longer

White British.

The White British are now a racial minority
in their country's first city.

This is wrong!

Immigration has ruined our nation.

EDDY MORRISON

1949-2020

Eddy Morrison was involved in the British
Movement (BM) and also the National

Front (NF) during the 1970s (he published
two newsletters, both called British News,
during the period; the first supported the
BM and the second, for a time, the NF), as
well as briefly organising a militant group

called the British National Party (unrelated
to the current incarnation) in

his Leeds base.Soon, however, he became
associated with John Tyndall and followed
him into the New National Front (NNF) in

1979 and from there into the newly
formed British National Party (BNP) in 1982.

Morrison appeared in an ITV World in
Action television documentary about the NF

and the BNP in 1978.

After leaving the BNP Morrison joined the
notoriously violent National Democratic

Freedom Movement (a minor group which
ended when its founder, David Myatt, was

jailed) before setting up his own group, the
National Action Party in the early 1980s with

Kevin Randall.The NAP was a small group
and Tony Malski (now disappeared from the
political scene) claimed that Morrison was
out of his depth and had sought to merge

the NAP into his own party.

 Morrison was readmitted to the BNP in 1988
and became regional organizer

for Yorkshire, revitalising the party right
across the North of England, especially
when he organised the now notorious
Dewsbury open air mass rally which is

credited by many observers with putting the
BNP on the map.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yorkshire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Myatt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_in_Action
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_in_Action
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_National_Party
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Tyndall_(politician)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leeds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_National_Front
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_National_Front
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Movement


Morrison returned to the NF in the late
1990s, rebuilding the local party group in
Yorkshire after years of decline. However,
the NF leadership soon became distrustful

of the power base Morrison was building up.
In 2002, he formed the White Nationalist Party

and became one of its leading members
until yet another split occurred and he
again broke away with his followers. 

This time Morrison formed the Spearhead
Support Group (soon shortened to

Spearhead Group) and again linked up with
Tyndall to support his attempts to regain
leadership of the BNP from Nick Griffin.
When progress was not made, Morrison

suggested to Tyndall that he give up on the
BNP altogether and form his own party, but

Tyndall was not ready. 

After enduring a torrid few months as
leader of the Nationalist Alliance (NA),

Morrison, along with John G. Wood, left the
NA and reconstituted their followers as
the British People's Party. Under the BPP

banner Morrison ran in the 2006 local
elections in

the Bramley and Stanningley ward of Leeds,
securing 135 votes (2.7%) to finish last in a

field of six candidates.

 In 2007, he advocated support for the BNP
though "he objected to the induction of

non-whites" in that party. He rejoined the
NF and was editor of the NF News from 2009

to 2010.

Morrison published his
autobiography Memoirs of a Street

Soldier in 2003. 

The Last Poem

The Last Poem is spoken
the Last poet fallen

and the beat of his heart like his
rhyme

is destroyed

The music has fled for
the Last Verse is dead

and the Wild Gods of Mammon
now reign overjoyed

So come to me quickly
and I will enfold thee

Whilst all around rages
the now shapeless storm

Let it rage in its millions
whilst emptiness fills them

but I and my loved one
will wait the New Dawn 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leeds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanningley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bramley,_Leeds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2006_United_Kingdom_local_elections
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_G._Wood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nationalist_Alliance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nick_Griffin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Nationalist_Party


European Brotherhood was
founded on 2014 by a group of
European Nationalists who care
about the future of their land.

European Brotherhood wants to offer a
products for everyone in Europe who wants
to defend its Lands, his Traditions and his

millenary History.

European Brotherhood collaborate with
many different people all around Europe.

Everyone, from the designers to the
distributors, shows the European values that
made Europe greater in the world: Honesty,

Courage, Love for the Land, Respect for
Tradition, Loyalty.

European Brotherhood supported, support
and is supporting the European Workforce

and the European Manufacturing.
Our products are 100% made in Europe.

European Brotherhood products are
distributed with success in several European

countries; Italy, Spain, France, Germany,
Sweden, Bulgaria, Russia, Greece,

Netherlands, Slovakia, Serbia.

Join the Brotherhood!

https://europeanbrotherhood.com/shop/

Winston Churchill
then and now

Winston Churchill, 1940, "We will fight them
on the beaches, we will fight them in

hills, ..."

Winston Churchill, 2020, "We will fight them
in Parliament Square, till the Metropolitan

Police arrest us."

Yesterday we all saw the tumultuous scenes
at Parliament Square with the Police moving
in to arrest right-wingers who gathered to
defend the statues including the statue of
Winston Churchill which the Left and their

allies in BLM (Black Lives Matter) had
vandalised the night before.

There was and is every reason to think that
those statues and others of our historic

monuments  needed protecting.

Simultaneously in nearby Whitehall  the
same Left-wing mob was agitating which the
week before had desecrated the Cenotaph. 

The same mob which a week earlier in
Bristol had been permitted to tear down a

historic statue  in broad daylight and in
front of the Police who did nothing. The

inactivity of the Police at Bristol was such a
scandal that the Home Secretary had to

publicly rebuke the Chief Constable of the
region, Somerset and Avon, for doing

nothing to maintain good order in the town.
Piling on the pressure the Labour party has

now published a list of the statues and
historic monuments that they want

removed. Given that the current mayor of
London, Sadiq Khan, is a leading member of

the Labour party the threat is real.

This is the context of the events in
Parliament Square on last Saturday

afternoon. But the deliberate  media-focus
on the rowdy scenes in central London, BLM

and the Left at Trafalgar Square and the
right-wing Football lads half a mile way in 

https://europeanbrotherhood.com/shop/


occupation of Parliament Square, was
designed to distract attention from the

shameful disaster of Boris Johnson as Tory
leader and Prime Minister. Johnson was

asked his reaction to last week's vandalising
by the Left of the statues in Parliament
Square including the spraying "Racist" on
Churchill. Said Johnson, "The opinions

Winston Churchill expressed back then are
"unacceptable to us today." By this

statement, Johnson has publicly disowned 
Winston Churchill as "unacceptable to us

today". Boris Johnson, Tory leader and Prime
Minister, has aligned himself with the Left
and with BLM. If the Tories starting with
their leader cannot defend the honour of

the man whom Tories regard as their Hero;
and the Tory leader joins BLM and the anti-
British Left in condemning Churchill, then

the Tory party is finished. If the Tories won't
defend Churchill then they won't defend any

of our historic heroes. The Tories have
caved in to the Left. Finally as Churchill's

granddaughter, Emma Soames, has
recommended, all that is left is for the

Churchill statue to be removed and placed
in a museum somewhere because

shamefully it is no longer safe for it to
remain in

Parliament Square.

We are witnessing the end of the Tory party.
Historic times. 

RICHARD EDMONDS

In your trust
comrades

In the history of revolutionary movements
we know the long, slow periods of

preparation lead to moments of fierce
decision.

We now approach the hour of decision. In
this decade should be decided whether the

desperate efforts of the dark enemy to
secure white genocide will succeed or

whether that crime will be finally shattered
on the rock of our resolution.

They seek to blind the people in a deluge of
blood, we seek to lead the people with

clear yet visionary eyes to a world that we
will build anew, and such is the issue of this

struggle. Shall corruption escape the
avenging flame in the destruction of

western civilisation? Every fibre of our
strength burns in the fire of the Blackshirt

spirit that answers “No” Once again we give
ourselves to Britain. Once again our

standards will be victorious.
Let those who shrink aside at such an hour
find a reply, if they can, to the question of
their children. Let them meet the eyes of

Britain’s heroes gazing upon them with cold
contempt from a story of manhood and of
daring unsurpassed in the stormy annals of

mankind. 
In this struggle will be developed the young

strength that in the gathering storm will
sweep their old and corrupt power from the

pages of a glorious history that it has
disgraced. 

Desperate, therefore, will be their efforts in
world disaster to escape their final doom.
But mightier, in the final decision, will be

the splendid inspiration of New British Union
to lead and to save our people, because we

hold within us a trust that may not be
denied.

In your trust comrades, are the past, the
present and the future of Britain, in your
trust is the peace and happiness of the
suffering white peoples of the Earth.



New British Union
office needs your

help
As members will know, the New British

Union has been under constant attack since
first forming in 2012. Our opponents will not

stop. Nor must we.

To date they have succeeded in getting the
party’s PayPal account closed, the new

donorbox account, Facebook page, YouTube
channel all shutdown, and banks presently

refuse to do business with us. This has
interfered with the running of the New

British Union; and especially interfered with
the office rental itself.

However, and despite this, on a day-to-day
basis the office continues to remain a great
success. It has allowed us to increase New
British Union membership and literature.

The office has also allowed the New British
Union to store and secure far more valuable
resources and property: such as computers,

printers, banners, flags and posters.

To this end then the New British Union
would ask its members and supporters to

consider setting up a monthly debit of
£10.00.

Sort code 09-01-29
Account number 26438566

This to secure the rent for the office so
that, together, we might carry on the

struggle and fight.



ORIGINAL B.U.F. ARMBAND AT THE BRITISH
MUSEUM

SCREEN PRINTED ORIGINAL COTTON
ARMBAND WITH ELASTICATED BACK

Note the wider red edge on this armband
compared to the original below.

EMBROIDERED BLACKSHIRT UNIFORM
ORIGINAL COTTON ARMBAND

A MODERN FAKE (TOP) AND ORIGINAL BUF
ARMBAND (BOTTOM)

The top armband has a coarse blue field
cloth and the bottom a finer blue cloth.

MODERN COTTON REPRODUCTION ARMBAND

MODERN REPRODUCTION FELT ARMBAND

Above is a felt armband with a printed felt
disk sewn around the inner and outer edge
of the circle. While many early armbands
have an elasticated section sewn into the
back of the armband to keep it in place on

the arm, some modern types and some
originals do not, reproductions can even
have button or dome snap attachments.

Compare the above armband construction to
the original on page 107.

REPRODUCTION CANVAS ARMBAND WITH
WIDE OUTER BLUE RONDEL1

 
Upper ranking Party members had special

armbands with an elasticated centre in the

1British Fascist Regalia, 1920's to 1940 (Revised Edition). 
By Jamie Cross. Page 48.



back. These indicated positions in the party
executive. Sir Oswald Mosley, himself,

rarely wore an armband except with his
Action Press uniform.

LEADERSHIP ARMBANDS

This is the B.U.F. Chief of Staff, Ian Hope
Dundas, circa 1933, showing his armband
with "C of S" surmounting an embroidered
lion's head and two crossed fasces. Also his
department insignia on his left chest is a
slightly smaller version of the armband

image. The colour is lemon yellow thread on
a black field according to original records.
Later a red armband replaced the black
field. Other armbands that were used by

executive members of the Party used gold
bullion wire embroidery on a red field. The
picture on the next page has an image of

such an armband.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER ARMBANDS

In 1937, with the outlawing of the B.U.F.
uniform, the Executive Officer armband
that originally had the wording LONDON

above the fasces and COMMAND below, all in
gold wire on a red field was altered to

LONDON, above the fasces and
ADMINISTRATION below, in gold wire on a

red field. 

The man to Mosley's right, Captain U.A.
Hicks, Senior Administrator, is wearing a

later period Executive Officer armband. The
banner being used here is the 1937 personal

Leader banner of Mosley. The pole top is
slightly different than the pole top shown

on page 133.  

The above armband images are
reproductions by Andrew Butler.

LONDON COMMAND FIRST AID COMPANY
ARMBAND

1935 PHOTOGRAPH OF BUF LCFAC ARMBAND2

2Mosley's Men in Black Addendum. By John Millican. 
Publ. 2016 by Brockingday Publications. 



The letters "LFAC" at each quadrant of the
circle containing the white cross stand for
London Command First Aid Company, the
"Command" having been dropped out to

accommodate the design of the armband. 

COMPOSITE  BLACKSHIRT UNIFORM

The Blackshirt uniform is based on Mosley's
fencing tunic. Mosley's personal tunic had
hook and eye closures, but normal tunics
had large black buttons up the left side,
shoulder and two smaller buttons on the

polo collar. In this photograph, the buckle is
the post-1936 flash and circle, however the
usual buckle to be encountered will be one

with a nickel fasces on a nickel or brass

background as shown below:

The fasces was attached to the buckle plate
with two pins that were ball peaned or bent

behind it.

EXAMPLE OF CORRECT UNIFORM
CONFIGURATION

The above example has the later correct
armband with the thin blue outer rondel

and inner blue field. It also has the correct
fasces belt buckle and 3 inch wide belt. The
blackshirt tunic is shown with the left cuff
unfolded. Many tunics were made out of
different fabrics including velvet, cotton,

corded silk and canvas. The Blackshirt tunic
had an elasticated lower back in order to fit

the tunic to any body shape. 

DAVID CLARKE




	European Brotherhood was founded on 2014 by a group of European Nationalists who care about the future of their land.
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